




 

 

Basic Controls 

 

 

 

K12-14MS 

14” blade, 1” arbor, LH thread. 

5 hp, 3 phase, oscillation., PH-14 air/oil power down feed. Use DTE 24 hyd. Oil. 

  

Initial set up- Be sure of incoming AC power . Drill/punch NEMA enclosure for a seal 

tite fitting. Input AC power into L1, L2, L3. on the contactor.  If unsure of electrics 

consult an electrician. 

 

1. Down- Push Down to bring saw head down.  Adjust feed rate with #8 flow 

control. Total closing (CW ) of flow control will stop down feed and saw head at 

a position. 

2. UP- Push UP to bring saw head back to top. NOTE: UP may be engaged anytime 

during cutting cycle. 

3. Blade- Starts saw blade. 

4. Oscillation- Push to start oscillation. Lower side gear box runs oscillation arm.  

5. STOP- All stop. Stops , spindle, oscillation.   

6. Light- On/off for internal light. ( bulb # 457-002 24 volt.) 

7. Air regulator- Input dry shop air  0-55 psi max. NOTE: Do not over pressure.  

8. Down Feed speed- Flow control controls down feed speed.  CW rotation slows 

feed rate, CCW rotation speeds up down feed rate. 

9. Oil reservoirs- Maintain Oil levels of ¼ full, ¾ ful, DTE24 hydraulic oil. Oil 

levels will change with cycle. 

10. Spindle stop- Use ¼” rod to lock blade spindle to change wheel. Rotate spindle 

until ¼” rod drops into hole in spindle. Threads are LEFT HAND. Do not over 

tighten. 

11. Down feed saw head return cam- Leave cam “snug” enough not to loose 

adjustment but be able to rotate by hand to adjust saw head return. As the abrasive 

wheel wears rotate cam to adjust when the saw head returns back to top. 

12. Vises- Dual 4” vises are bolted down. Several bolt patterns are available to move 

vises forward or backward depending on where you need to locate the material. 

NOTE: Centerline of material needs to be out towards operator or “ahead of 

center” so as not to climb cut.   

Maintenance- Use the wash out hose after operation to clean out the grit. Always 

clean out the cabinet and leave the doors open to dry out the unit. Keep V belts tight 

with ½” of squeeze. Rear panels and front panels remove for access to the unit. 

Always follow safety procedures. See safety sheet.  

Coolant- Use a rust inhibiting grinding type fluid. DO NOT USE STRAIGHT 

WATER!!!. CONSULT YOUR DEALER FOR CORRECT COOLANT. 







 

 

 

 

 

K12-14 

5 hp, 1ph/3ph 

1” arbor, LH thd. 

 

 

Basic Operation/ Installation 

 

1. Before  installation be sure of machine voltage and phase. Machines are pre-wired 

to customer specifications  before shipment. Voltage changes require re-wiring of 

motor leads. If not familiar with electrics consult an electrician. 

 

 

2. Hold workpiece securely in vise. Do not allow workpiece movement during 

cutting. Workpiece movement results in broken wheels.  

 

 

3. Abrasive wheels – Wheels vary in grit, bond, wet, dry, etc.. Not all abrasive 

wheels are created equal. Choose the correct wheel for the material being cut. 

Consult your dealer for the  proper abrasive wheel for the job. Good cuts are not 

black/blue/green  but brite like the OD of the material. Try another wheel grade to 

get good cuts. When you find the wheel that works the best stay with that grade. 

 

4. Position the workpiece slightly ahead of wheel center. ( towards operator). The 

back fence is positioned slightly behind wheel center to handle large parts. Small 

parts positioned to far behind wheel center will cause wheel bounce. Position a 

shim of some material at the fence first , then clamp your part to bring it out 

towards the operator to eliminate bouncing of the wheel. Pull on the saw handle 

hard enough to cause the wheel to “breakdown” or cut .  

 

 

5. Safety- Follow all safety procedures. Wear safety glasses at all times. DO NOT 

wear gloves, long hair, loose clothing that can get caught in the V belts and wheel. 

Abrasive saws are designed for abrasive wheels NOT steel carbide tipped blades. 

Full OSHA clam guards are required for steel blades. 

 

6. Maintenance- Keep V belts tight with ½” of “ squeeze”. Keep machine clean. 
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